
Sensas Roach 34 Power Match Pole

Sensas

Product number: SE-R34T

Sensas Roach 34: Light, precise and robust pole for 
professional and recreational anglers.

from 112,49 € * 112,49 €

Sensas Roach 34 Power Match pole: Fishing perfection

Versatility and quality for professionals and enthusiasts

The Sensas Roach 34 Power Match Fishing Pole, a first-class competition rod from Sensas, stands for 
lightness, flexibility and exceptional strength. As part of the renowned Sensas fishing rod series 4, it offers 
anglers remarkable versatility and adaptability.

Technical sophistication and robustness

v

7.5 m variant (model 71284): 6 sections, 610 g, 159 cm transport length.
9 m version (model 71285): 7 parts, 955 g, 166 cm transport length.
11 m variant (model 71286): 8 parts, 1470 g, 171 cm transport length.

All models are characterised by a remarkable stiffness of 3.5/5 and a robustness of 4.5/5, making them 
reliable companions for demanding anglers.

Features of the Sensas Roach 34 Power Match pole

Lightweight and advanced carbon fibre material
Available in different lengths: 7.5 m, 9 m and 11 m
Optimised for precise fishing and effective fighting
Ideal for catching peaceful fish such as bream, roach, rudd and ide



Unringed match rod for improved control and sensitivity
Use of elastics possible for better fish control
Suitable for competition and recreational fishing
Versatile and compatible with Series 4 top sets

Perfect for competition and leisure

Whether you want to take part in competitions or simply enjoy your fishing hobby, the Sensas Roach 34 is 
the ideal choice. Its unstrung construction and the option of using a rubber drag for better fish control makes 
it particularly attractive for experienced anglers looking for precise and efficient equipment.

Invest in quality

Choose the Sensas Roach 34 for unrivalled fishing pleasure and efficiency. Available in different lengths 
and weights, it adapts to every budget and preference.

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/

